Dear Parents,

Please remember to check your child’s planner for homework and their folder. Also sign planners nightly. No school Monday, September 7th, Labor Day.

**Spelling**- Words with short a sound. Words are: am, at, sat, man, dad, and mat. Test on these words will be this Friday, Sept. 4. Please practice words nightly.

**Reading**- Story *What Is a Pal?*- Vocabulary for this story is: play be, and, help, with, you. Students just need to identify the word and pronounce the word, not spell it. Test will be Tuesday Sept 8.

**Math**- Counting on from five, tally marks and identifying the greatest and least number and arranging three numbers in order. Also practicing printing numbers correctly.

**Language**- Identify nouns.

**Social Studies**- Second Step- Listening skills, focusing attention and bullying lesson.

Thank you,
Mrs. Yaniga